
NALS Education Meetings
on the Horizon: 

NALS of Lane County will hold its next educational 
meeting on Tuesday, April 16, 2019, from 12 noon 
to 1:00 p.m. at the law offices of Hershner Hunter, 
180 East 11th Avenue, Eugene. Our guest speaker 
will be attorney Laura Coffin of the local federal 
defense law firm, who will discuss the nature of 
federal defense cases. Please send your RSVP to 
Charlene Sabini, PP, CLP, ALP, Director of 
Education, via email at besirius@pacinfo.com. 
Parking is free at the back of the building off Pearl 
Street.
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Thank you for attending 
our NALS Education 

Meetings!

All  regularly-scheduled 
monthly NALS education 
meetings are free of 
charge and worth one 
(1) CLE credit to members 
and guests supporting 
certifications.

NALS of Lane County is proud of its history of 
monthly CLE education meetings, and would like 
to share them with more of you in the legal 
community. We draw legal experts and 
personalities from the Eugene/Springfield area 
and have enriched our attendees with valuable 
information and credit for attendance. We 
continue to offer these meetings at no charge, in 
a comfortable, professional venue, and with free 
parking at the venue location. We also offer 
certificates of attendance to those supporting 
their NALS certifications or for those who need 
proof of attendance to otherwise present to 
employers.

We are now offering summaries of our meetings, 
starting with our previous issue, to 
illustrate how timely, rich-in-content, 
and informative these meetings are. 
They’ll also let you know what you 
missed! 

Editor’s Notes
Charlene Sabini, PP, CLP

( See “Message” page 3)

NALS of Lane County will hold its next educational 
meeting on Tuesday, May 21, 2019, from 12 noon 
to 1:00 p.m. at the law offices of Hershner Hunter, 
180 East 11th Avenue, Eugene. Our guest speaker 
will be attorney Derek Larwick of Larwick Law, 
P.C., who will discuss Health Care Negligence and 
negligence cases in general. Please send your 
RSVP to Charlene Sabini, PP, CLP, ALP, Director of 
Education, via email at besirius@pacinfo.com. 
Parking is free at the back of the building off Pearl 
Street.

mailto:besirius@pacinfo.com
mailto:besirius@pacinfo.com


Example: Angela: Fired by a Bully
“I worked for the Law School Admission Counsel, the 
company which administers the LSAT. My boss never liked 
me and why she hired me is still unclear. She bullied me 
extensively, yelling at me in front of my co-workers, 
threatening my job privately in her office, and discouraging 
alliances with coworkers. She treated people similarly in 
other departments, yelling at them in meetings. I tried to 
appease her until she threatened my job . . .”5

And it’s not unusual that the company bullies are visible to 
other employees in the company. They are the proverbial 
"elephants in the room" not unlike perpetrators of domestic 
violence. In their battering way, bullies minimize, deny, 
sidetrack, and blame their targets, hoping to avoid 
accountability for their actions.6

Anton Hout, founder of OvercomeBullying.org, identifies 
eight bully types:

1. The Screaming Mimi. This is the most easily recognizable 
type of workplace bully. Screaming Mimis are loud and 
obnoxious, and their abusive behavior is meant to berate 
and humiliate people. They thrive on the notion that others 
fear them.

2. The Two-Headed Snake. To a co-worker’s face, this 
employee acts like a trusted friend or colleague. However, 
when the co-worker is out of earshot, this person will 
destroy his colleague’s reputation, stab him in the back and 
even take credit for his work.

3. The Constant Critic. This bully’s goal is to dismantle other 
people’s confidence through constant – and often 
unwarranted – criticism. A critic will look for any possible 
flaw in someone’s work and labors tirelessly to kill that 
person’s credibility. Impeccable work? No problem: This 
type of bully isn’t above falsifying documents or creating 
evidence to make others look bad.

4. The Gatekeeper. Every office has at least one employee 
who gets off on wielding his or her power over others—
regardless of whether that power is real or perceived. 
Gatekeepers deny people the tools they need—whether it is 
resources, time or information—to do their jobs efficiently.

BULLYING IN THE 
WORKPLACE (PT. 2)

Identifying the Types –
Have You Met One?

By Charlene Sabini, PP, CLP
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(“Bullying” see page 6)

This 5-weekday event will feature 5 hours of 
continuing legal education. When you register 
for this event, you will instantly receive the 
links to access your education. This CLE 
"challenge" can be viewed on demand, on 
your own time. Each day's challenge will be 
wrapped around a specific topic or theme, 
then require you to take an online quiz that 
will distribute CLE to your account. Your 
presenter will be Maria Easterly, NALS 
Certification and Education Manager. Contact 
Lydia Goodner at Communications@nals.org. 

In order to maintain the low cost of this 
event, registrations will only be held online. If 
you require assistance, please reach out to 
the event coordinator listed at the top of this 
page. If you require to pay by check, please 
contact the event coordinator for an invoice. 
There will be no cancellations or substitutions 
for this event. For additional 
information check the link 
to the NALS website page: 
https://www.nals.org/events/
EventDetails.aspx?id=
1159956&group= 

NALS event:

Moving The Chains:
The 2019 NFL Draft 
will begin April 25!

http://www.overcomebullying.org/
mailto:Communications@nals.org
https://www.nals.org/events/EventDetails.aspx?id=1159956&group
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Bryan Garner’s REDBOOK: A Legal Writing Asset
(should be on your bookshelf next to the Gregg Reference Manual)

Section 22 Appellate Briefs:

§22.1 Understanding the Main Goals of a Brief

(d) Pertinent facts. Even if the only question before the court is one of law, a brief-writer must acquaint the 
court with the relevant facts. Never force a judge’s clerk to dig through the record. Clearly, fully, and 
succinctly tell the court what the facts are before arguing about what the law is and how it applies to the facts. 
Although you must never misstate the facts, part of the advocate's art is to present the facts in the light most 
favorable to your client. After reading your fact section—even before getting the legal discussion—the judge’s 
reaction should be, “This side wins.”

(e) Standard of review and governing law. In at least one section of the brief, cite the appropriate standard of 
review for the issues on  appeal: de novo, clearly erroneous, abuse of discretion, etc. See Fed. R. App. P. 
28(a)(93)(B). On the merits, cite the applicable statutory or decisional law and explain why it is persuasive. 
Avoid merely stating general legal principles without tying them to specific facts. Instead of “A motion to 
dismiss lies where the complaint fails to set forth facts constituting a claim upon which relief can be granted,” 
for example, write “Wilfong’s complaint did not state a claim for slander because it never denied the truth of 
Stelzer’s statement.”

Selected excerpts from: Bryan Garner, The Redbook: A Manual on Legal Style, 2nd ed., 
(Thompson West, St. Paul, MN, 2006),  §22 Appellate Briefs, p. 403-4.

The Redbook includes many of the considerations we find in The Gregg Reference Manual, but it is 
geared additionally toward legal writing that may be done by paralegals and attorneys—specifically 
toward legal work and legal document preparation, as opposed to general composition and secretarial 
practice. He maintains that using our language skillfully is a matter of knowing the rules in the first 
place, even if you find the need to break them on occasion. (The Redbook is currently in its 3rd edition.)

“A brief should be brief and concise, while at the same time it is elaborating in written form the propositions laid 
out in your pleading. Skill in presentation and in arguing those propositions, first in writing and then on your feet, 
will challenge and command the attention of the court.”

--Sherman Minton

(“Message” from page 1)

The summaries may (or may not) be a permanent feature of the newsletter, but will make their appearance 
through the next few months as an invitation to attend our meetings. You are always cordially encouraged to 
meet with us and enjoy the benefits of up-to-date information on legal topics and related matters.  ///
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Employment Law

--Recent versions of Word have a very helpful “Tell me what 
you want to do” field above the ribbon toolbar which you’ve 
probably been ignoring. It’s not just for beginners. Type a few 
words related to any command to quickly navigate through 
Word’s labyrinthine menus.

--Veteran Word users will know you can change the font Word 
uses for new documents from the Font dialog box. In Word 
2016, click the pop-out arrow in the lower-left of the Font pane 
(lower-right in ver. 2013) on the ribbon toolbar, set your values 
accordingly, then click Set As Default.

par∙a∙le∙gal (par’ə lē’gal)  adj. [PARA+LEGAL] designating or of persons trained to 
aid lawyers but not licensed to practice law—n. a person doing paralegal work. 

An Oregon general contractor working 
on five public works projects 
subcontracted with an excavating 
company that failed to pay its 
employees the prevailing wage in the 
area for the type of work being 
performed. Several employees of the 
subcontractor sued the general 
contractor, seeking the difference 
between their actual wages and the 
prevailing wage under an Oregon 
statute that was modeled after the 
federal Davis-Bacon Act, 40 U.S.C. §
276a et seq. Both acts require workers 
on government projects to be paid a 
minimum wage equivalent to the 
prevailing wage for similar work in the 
area. The court ruled for the general 
contractor, and the court of appeals 
affirmed. The workers appealed to the 
Supreme Court of Oregon, arguing that 
the state law created a private right of 
action for them to collect unpaid wages 
from the general contractor. They also 
claimed that they were entitled to the 
wages as the intended third-party 
beneficiaries of existing contracts 
between the public agencies and the 
general contractor. The supreme court

Wage Disputes

Subtle Stuff . . .
in WORD 2013 and 2016

(“Disputes” see page 5)

Don’t forget that speaking before our monthly NALS 
Education Meetings will earn you one (1) CLE credit for 
your annual obligation:

5.300 Category III Activities.

(b) Other Volunteer Activities. Volunteer activities for which 
accreditation is not available pursuant to Rules 5.3, 5.4, 5.6, 5.7, 
5.8, 5.9 and 5.10 may be claimed at a ratio of one credit hour for 
each two hours of uncompensated volunteer activities provided 
that the MCLE Program Manager determines the primary 
purpose of such activity is the provision of legal services or legal 
expertise. Such activities include but are not limited to:

(i) Providing direct pro bono representation to low-income 
clients referred by certified pro bono programs;

(ii) Serving as a judge, evaluator, mentor or coach in any type of 
mock trial, moot court, congressional hearing or client legal-
counseling competition, law-related class or law-related 
program at the high school level and above; and

(iii) Teaching a legal education activity offered primarily to 
non-lawyers high school age and older.

Attention Attorneys !
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“Instead of giving a politician the keys to the 
city, it might be better to change the locks.” 

--Doug Larson

If only our desires came with an instruction 
booklet. Then maybe we would be able to 
identify which would be the dangerous ones 
for us—and escape in another direction. As 
Jenny Holzer says, “Protect me from what I 
want.”

Bulletin Board
“A lawyer is a person who writes a 10,000-

word document and calls it a ‘brief.’“
--Franz Kafka

NALS Code of Ethics & Professional Responsibility 
Members of NALS are bound by the objectives of this association and the standards of conduct required of the 
legal profession. Every member shall

• Encourage respect for the law and the administration of justice;
• Observe rules governing privileged communications and confidential information;
• Promote and exemplify high standards of loyalty, cooperation, and courtesy;
• Perform all duties of the profession with integrity and competence; and
• Pursue a high order of professional attainment.

Integrity and high standards of conduct are fundamental to the success of our professional association. This Code 
is promulgated by NALS and accepted by its members to accomplish these ends.

“Whatever you are, be a good one.” 
--Abraham Lincoln

George Washington is the only president who 
didn't blame the previous administration for his 
troubles. ---Author Unknown

“I've never had a problem with drugs. I've had 
problems with the police.”     --Keith Richards

What people need most after they have made 
a mistake is not correction. It is kindness. 
“Compassion,” Henry Ward Beecher writes, 
“will cure more sins than condemnation.”

“I think it's about time we voted for senators 
with breasts. After all, we've been voting for 
boobs long enough.”  ---Claire Sargent, 1992, 
Arizona senatorial candidate

Open your mind. Get up off the couch. Move. --Anthony Bourdain

“I generally avoid temptation 
unless I can't resist it.”

--Mae West

viatorial privilege (vi-ə-tor-ee-ǝl). A privilege 
that overrides a person’s duty to attend court 
in person and to testify.

(“Disputes” cont. from page 4)

Deskbook Encyclopedia of Employment 
Law, 15th ed. (2005), Ch.6, §4-A3, p. 94.

rejected both theories. The statute only authorized the state commissioner of labor and industries to bring a civil 
action to compel a public agency to withhold from a contractor the equivalent of double the wages in dispute if the 
contractor refuses to pay the prevailing wage. The subcontractor’s employees were under contract only with the 
subcontractor and could not be third-party beneficiaries of a contract with the general contractor. The court 
affirmed the lower court’s decisions. Stockton v. Silco Construction Co., 319 Or. 365, 877 P.2nd 71 (Or. 1994).
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5. The Attention Seeker. This type of bully wants to be the center of the action at all times. They’ll 
try to get on their superior’s good side through consistent flattery and even come on as kind and 
helpful to their peers—especially the newer employees. However, if co-workers don’t provide the 
right amount of attention, these bullies can quickly turn on them.

Attention seekers are often overly dramatic and relate everything to something that’s going wrong 
in their own lives to garner sympathy and control. These bullies also have a tendency to coax 
personal info out of new employees—only to use it against them later.

6. The Wannabe. This is an employee who sees himself or herself as absolutely indispensable and 
expects recognition for everything. But Wannabes aren’t usually very good at their jobs. To 
compensate, these bullies spend a majority of their time watching more competent workers and 
looking for areas of skilled workers’ performance to complain about.

Wannabes will demand that everything is done their way—even when there are better ways of 
doing things. Because they’re automatically opposed to others’ ideas, they’ll do everything in their 
power to prevent changes to their work processes.

7. The Guru. Generally, there’s nothing wrong with this bully’s work performance. In fact, it’s not 
unusual for a Guru to be considered an expert in his or her own niche area. What these bullies offer 
in technical skill, however, they severely lack in emotional maturity.

Gurus see themselves as being superior to their co-workers. As a result, they don’t consider how 
their actions will affect others, aren’t able to fathom the possibility that they can be wrong and 
don’t accept responsibility for their own actions. In addition, because these bullies feel as though 
they’re “above it all,” they don’t always feel compelled to follow the same rules as everybody else.

(“Bullying” cont. from page 2)

8. The Sociopath. Intelligent, well-spoken, charming and charismatic, sociopaths are the most destructive bullies of all. 
Reason: They have absolutely no empathy for others, yet they are experts at manipulating the emotions of others in 
order to get what they want.

These bullies often rise to positions of power within the company, which makes them extremely dangerous. Sociopaths 
tend to surround themselves with a circle of lackeys who are willing to do their dirty work in exchange for moving up 
the ranks with them.

The best defense a company can have against workplace bullying is a clearly worded policy that prohibits any type of 
bullying behavior.

Clearly, workplace bullying can take many forms and wear many guises—all unpleasant and all destructive. 
There is no federal law that applies to bullying specifically. In some cases, when bullying is based on race, color, 
national origin, sex, disability, or religion, “bullying” overlaps with harassment, and schools are legally obligated to 
address it. Here in Oregon matters of workplace bullying overlap somewhat with bullying phenomena primarily at 
schools and universities: the terms used in the Oregon anti-bullying laws include harassment, intimidation, or bullying, 
and this covers cyberbullying as well. The following groups are listed under Oregon educational anti-bullying law: race, 
color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, national origin, marital status, familial status, disability, and source of income.8  

///

5 https://www.thebalance.com/types-of-bullying-2164322, Sally Kane, July 25, 2016, last viewed October 22, 2016
6 Ibid.
7 http://www.hrmorning.com/8-workplace-bully-personality-types/, Tim Gould, July 19, 2016; last viewed October 22, 
2016
8 http://labor-employment-law.lawyers.com/employment-discrimination/workplace-bullying-the-meanest-of-
the-mean.html, Lisa Guerin, J.D., BoaltHall at the University of California at Berkeley, last viewed October 23, 2016

https://www.thebalance.com/types-of-bullying-2164322
http://www.hrmorning.com/8-workplace-bully-personality-types/
http://labor-employment-law.lawyers.com/employment-discrimination/workplace-bullying-the-meanest-of-the-mean.html,
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Our CLE Meetings – Oh, What You Missed !
Those of you who did not attend any of our local CLE meetings missed the usual professional richness that is 
the content of our Eugene-Springfield legal community. It’s amazing the talent and experience that 
occupies positions of responsibility here. In future issues we’ll talk about these occasions.

February 19, 2019: Our guest was attorney Todd Johnston of Hershner Hunter here in Eugene. He is also 
currently president of the Lane County Bar Association. Unbeknownst to some of us, Oregon attorneys are not 
totally obligated to perform pro bono work each year, but it is “recommended” that they do, and apparently 
there are numerous ways and opportunities to conveniently do so. A link on the Oregon State Bar website lists a 
huge number of organizations and agencies that are volunteer opportunities for local lawyers. The link also 
includes the policies about pro bono work and how to report your work each year.

The Oregon State Bar defines pro bono in its bylaws as part of an aspirational standard for Oregon lawyers:
Bylaw 13.1. Pro bono publico or pro bono service includes all uncompensated services performed by lawyers for 
the public good. Such service includes civic, charitable and public service activities; as well as activities that 
improve the law, the legal system and the legal profession. The direct provision of legal services to the poor, 
without an expectation of compensation, is one type of pro bono service. Each lawyer in Oregon should 
endeavor annually to perform 80 hours of pro bono services. Of this total, the lawyer should endeavor to 
devote 20 to 40 hours or to handle two cases involving the direct provision of legal services to the poor, without 
an expectation of compensation. If a lawyer is unable to provide direct legal services to the poor, the lawyer 
should endeavor to make a comparable financial contribution to an organization that provides or coordinates 
the provision of direct legal services to the poor.  ///

March 19, 2019: This education session was inspired by the spontaneous discussion 
that arose from the missing-speaker meeting of October 16, 2018. The topic of clients 
with mental health issues was discussed by all attendees on that date, and one of our 
group suggested attorney Tony Rosta as a speaker in the future concerning the Eugene 
Municipal Court’s Mental Health Court services to misdemeanor offenders with mental 
health concerns. Mr. Rosta gave a vivid and highly detailed overview of the manner in which offenders with 
mental health needs are treated. Clients are screened by attorneys (like Mr. Rosta) and referred to Lane County 
Behavioral Health for appropriate program treatment. LCBH then decides whether or not to accept the client 
for treatment. Generally, clients then participate in group meetings weekly (40 visits in all), with the groups 
generally numbering 14-15 persons. They are additionally referred to a one-on-one counselor whom they see 
twice a month. They then report to court once a month with progress reports as their program advances. 
Clients are not only required to attend all meetings in their programs, they also regularly submit urine samples 
for analysis. If they successfully complete their approximately six-month programs, their original case is 
dismissed. Clients who aren’t able to participate in the 40-visit program may be referred to Problem Solving 
Court, a place to address underlying problems such as homelessness, transportation deficits, lost documents or 
valuables, food deprivation, etc. Problems are addressed specifically and one at a time.   ///
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NALS of Oregon Mid-Year Board Meeting and Educational 
Conference– January 26, 2019 The Hilton 

Garden Inn, 
Springfield, OR

NALS of Oregon traditionally 
hosts the annual Mid-Year 
Business Meeting and 
Educational Seminar, and our 
venue is the Hilton Garden Inn, 
a relatively new hotel with 
comfy conference areas and a 
very stylish atmosphere. 

NALS of Oregon Executive Committee. Left to right: Sara Salgado, 
Rachel Barbour, PLS; Brenda Collette, PP; Sheri Cooke, ACP; Melissa 
Cannich, PLS; Brandie Davies, CLP, ALP; Raquel Wood, PLS;  Chrysty 
Johnston, PLS-SC.

Brandie Davies, CLP, ALP, explains 
successful tips on e-filing federal cases.

Our guest speakers were: 
Rachel Edwards / PLF Practice 
Management Advisor/Portable 
Communications with Clients

Meredith Holley, Atty
When Law Conflicts with Beliefs
Ms. Holley is an enthusiastic supporter 
of NALS and offered copies of her latest 
book to all those in attendance!

Brandie Davies, CLP, ALP / Tips on e-
Filing Federal Court Cases

The Board of Directors conducting the event’s business meeting.

The group in attendance, hearing a presentation by Rachel Edwards from the 
Professional Liability Fund, Oregon State Bar. The PLF provides a variety of legal 
professional services and advice to lawyers and law practices in Oregon.
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Where Did the Oxford Comma Come From?
Just as there is confusion about its use, there is also confusion about the origin of the Oxford comma.

Aldus Manutius (also known as Aldo Manuzio) was a 15th-century Italian printer who introduced the comma as we know 
it, as a way to separate things. The word comma comes from the Greek word koptein, which means "to cut off."

The Oxford comma has been attributed to Horace Hart, printer and controller of the Oxford University Press from 1893 
to 1915, who wrote Hart's Rules for Compositors and Readers in 1905 as a style guide for the employees working at the 
press. However, at that time, the comma was not called the Oxford comma. In fact, it had no name until Peter Sutcliff 
referred to the Oxford comma in his 1978 book about the history of the Oxford University Press.

Sutcliff, however, credited F. Howard Collins with introducing the Oxford comma. Collins first mentioned it in his 1912 
book, Author & Printer: A Guide for Authors, Editors, Printers, Correctors of the Press, Compositors, and Typists.

So, What is the Oxford Comma?
The Oxford comma, also called the serial comma or Harvard comma, is a much-debated piece of punctuation that occurs 
just before a coordinating conjunction in a series of three or more items. For instance, in the below sentence, the 
Oxford comma is placed before and:

My favorite cheeses are Gouda, Havarti, and Brie.

In some style guides, such as that of the Associated Press (AP), the only time an Oxford comma is used is when it is 
necessary in order to accurately understand the sentence. Here's a popular example of a sentence in which the absence 
of an Oxford comma results in an inaccurate (and quite humorous) interpretation:

"This book is dedicated to my parents, Ayn Rand and God."

Without a comma before and, it appears that the writer is specifying that his or her parents are Ayn Rand and God.
While many are passionately in favor of the Oxford comma for this reason, others loathe it, feeling that it interrupts the 
flow of a sentence and should only be used to avoid ambiguity.

Why is the Oxford Comma Important?
Regardless of who actually invented the Oxford comma, its purpose is to make a sentence clear, unambiguous, and 
understandable. So why does it also make people enraged, perplexed, and confused? Many style guides, including the 
Chicago Manual of Style, American Psychological Association (APA), and American Medical Association (AMA), 
recommend the use of the Oxford comma to prevent ambiguity.

Yet others, including the AP style guide, Canadian Press (CP) style guide, and (shockingly) the University of Oxford style 
guide itself, use the Oxford comma only when a sentence could be misinterpreted by the reader without it.

Here's the problem, though, for those who do not consistently use the Oxford comma: when writing a sentence, you 
don't always realize that what you're writing could be misinterpreted. For most people, this ambiguity won't 
cost you money in a lawsuit, but it might cost you clarity, time, or reputation.

Why not use the Oxford comma, just to be safe?

https://www.scribendi.com/advice/oxford_comma_importance.en.html, last viewed February 4, 2019.
Scribendi was founded in 1997 by Chandra Clarke and Terry Johnson to connect ideas and people worldwide 
through professional language services. Over the last two decades, Scribendi has become a world leader in the 
online editing and proofreading industry. They have edited more than 1.3 billion words and processed more than 
400,000 orders.  ///

An Opinion about the Oxford Comma,

https://www.scribendi.com/advice/oxford_comma_importance.en.html


Loretta McCool of 
Unisearch, Inc. and JC of 
US Legal, both NALS of 
Oregon supporters, visited 
us in Eugene again this 
year to remind us how to 
make those authentic 
tamales! We held the 
cooking session once 
again in the kitchen at the 
Gainsborough Homes 
Clubhouse, in Eugene, 
as last year.
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Michelle Alpers creates some 
Mexican churros,  a dessert pastry.

Indulging in the final product!

The 
final

product.
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Tamales have an interesting 
history, recorded as early as 5000 
BC, possibly 7000 BC, in Pre-
Columbian history. Tamales were 
taken along in battle as portable 
rations by warring tribes of the 
Aztec, Mayan, and Indian cultures. 
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